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Chapter Five 

"The rain I 

The rain I 

My God, the rain!" 

WRITERS' 
WEATHER 

W EATHER IN LITERATURE IS 

mostly awful-symbolically 

stormy, disastrously droughty, 

suspensefully strange, unbearably hot, or just plain dismal. The 

Pacific Northwest, naturally, has some of the foulest weather in 

American letters. What writer could resist capitalizing on the 

region's reputation for damp misery? "I had every intention of 

dispelling the Pacific Northwest's reputation for rain," wrote 

Bruce Barcott of his labors in compiling a regional literary 

anthology. "But I cannot deny the evidence. It rained every

where." Partly cloudy, chance of showers-that quintessential 

Northwest forecast-just doesn't "play" in literature. No matter 

what the weather was doing at the time of composition, it really 

does rain just about all the time in Northwest fiction--or it 

ceases to rain with such a vengeance that the wheat fails, the 
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earth cracks, and clouds of dust billow through the air. Ours is 

a literature of meteorological extremity. But fortunately not 

monotony. In the stories, novels, poems, and memoirs of this 

place, weather-particularly, wet weather--comes in all guises 

and rouses all manner of emotion, from weariness to resignation 

to euphoria to suicidal despair to cosmic transcendence to serene 

acceptance. Weather is not mere background or peripheral 

mood-setting device: some of the most emotional, beautiful, 

deeply charged, vividly realized, spiritually climactic moments in 

our literature are about or determined by weather. If ever one 

needed proof of how profoundly we are influenced, inspired, 

oppressed, and exhilarated by the weather of the Pacific 

Northwest, it is here in our literature. "The good rain," to borrow 

the title of a popular book by Seattle journalist Timothy Egan, has 

kept our writers going for quite some time, and it shows no sign 

ofletting up. 

It may sound presumptuous to speak of literary tradition in 

a region whose literature dates back scarcely more than a 

century-but certainly our writers have worked hard and fast 

to put the Pacific Northwest on America's literary map. Early 

on, weather--especially big, oppressive, spirit-crushing, grandly 

horrible weather-emerged as a defining regional literary con

ceit, rather like grotesquerie and madness in the South. While 

incestuous siblings, crazed beauticians, and bellowing half-wits 

parade through the fictions of the Deep South, we get floods, sui

cidal sunless winters, and punishingly low barometric pressure. 

Call it meteorological gothic. At the head of this Northwest 

school of gruesome literary weather stands Harold Lenoir Davis, 

who published as H. L. Davis. He was one of the first serious 
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Pacific Northwest writers to make the region, and its climate, not 

only the backdrop but also the subject of his work. Born in the Cas

cade foothills in 1894 and transplanted at age fourteen to the dry 

landscapes of The Dalles on the Columbia River, Davis was ambi

tious on a grand scale-the kind of scale that looks attainable only 

at the founding of empires or the plowing up of virgin soil. 

Having complained in the early 1930s of the literary bilge 

spewing forth from the Northwest, he set out to reverse the tide 

single-handedly in his first novel, Honey in the Horn, published in 

1935. This sprawling, muscular Oregonian saga impressed the 

New York literary critics and pundits mightily: Honey in the Horn 

won both the Pulitzer Prize and the Harper Award-no mean 

feat for a unknown scribbler from the hinterlands. 

Davis 's hero, Clay Calvert, is appealingly and appallingly 

rough-hewn-a youthful jailbreaker with "a knob-jointed godfor- . 

sakenness of expression about him," an orphan and a knockabout 

intent on finding a place for himself in a hostile, hardworking pro

letarian world. Clay's wanderings expose him to a wide cross sec

tion of early twentieth-century Oregon life-as Davis stated in 

the book's prefatory note, he ''had originally hoped to include in 

the book a representative of every calling that existed in the State 

of Oregon during the homesteading period-1906-J908." And 

so we get portraits of sheepherders, horse traders, loggers, 

homesteaders, migrant "crop followers" and hay cutters, sawmill 

operators, and even an oddball writer-historian named Uncle 

Preston Shiveley, the scholar of Shoestring Valley, whose literary 

endeavors had never ''brought him in the worth of a mule's heel 

full of hay." Along the way, Davis also serves up several thick slices 

of Oregon weather-most of it fabulously awful. Not ten pages 
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into the novel, Uncle Preston gets seriously distracted from his 

labor on a history of Oregon's early statues by "a fierce flood of 

early rain" that "drowned the country, hoisted the river clear up 

to the toll-bridge deck-planks, and caught all his sheep to hellan

gone in the mountains with only about a nine-to-eleven chance of 

getting out." Davis's prose fairly brims with wetness: 

Even to a country accustomed to rain, that was a 

storm worth gawking at. It cracked shingles in the 

roof, loaded the full-fruited old apple-trees until 

they threatened to split apart, and beat the roads 

under water belly-deep to a horse. Ten-foot walls of 

spray went marching back and forth across the hay

meadow as if they owned it, flocks of wild ducks came 

squalling down to roost in the open pasture till the air 

cleared, and the river boiled yellow foam over the 

toll bridge stumps, fence rails, pieces of old houses, 

and carcasses of drowned calves and horses against it. 

As the rain pours down, Clay gets stuck with the job of trying 

to herd a flock of sheep out of the mountains and across flooded 

open countryside to a stack-yard corral, a labor that turns Her

culean when the exhausted animals decide to commit suicide by 

plunging into the floodwaters. Eventually, by sheer force of 

cussedness and "je~usly hard work," Clay manages to haul, 

wrestle, and butt the greater part of the "cold, slimy" herd onto 

dry land, but he nearly dissolves in the process: "He was loose 

ribbed and logy, and there was no more life in his muscles than in 

a cut of wet rope .. .. Even to a country accustomed to rain," as 

Davis wrote, it doesn't get much wetter than this. 
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Or maybe it does. A few hundred pages later, Clay and his girl

friend, Luce, hole up in an oceanfront cabin and together wait out 

an entire winter of Pacific storms: 

There were a few weeks in October when the days 

were warm and still, when leaves browned and grass 

ripened in the sun and the reflection of light from 

the sea lasted until long after nightfall, as if the sun 

from some distant stand was shining back at them 

through the transparent curve of water. Afterwards 

the sky blackened and snow fell, and from that time 

until spring the rain never totally stopped and the 

light never entirely started. Except on the line of surf, 

the sea itself was like ink, and the tremendous winds 

that blew out of it carried fierce twisters of rain that 

turned everything pitchy as they passed. 

Shades of Lewis and Clark! 

Winter's dark, wet oppression clearly fired Davis's imagina

tion, and he continues with a wonderfully apt description of sea

sonal affective disorder (a term that had yet to be coined): 

That was the time that wore people's nerves the 

hardest. Old squatters from the creek canyons 

bucked mud and wet brush and risked rheumatism 

for the sake of somebody to talk to, when all the 

good they got out of visits was to pick quarrels and 

flounce back home to their heart-eating loneliness 

again. Even the Indians in the river village turned 

short-tempered, though they had had around forty 

generations of continuous residence to get accustomed 

to the climate. The horse-trader and his wife lost flesh 

and color, squabbled incessantly, and split the blankets 

and whacked up the cooking-utensils to separate 
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permanently at least once a week. No play-parties or 

dances went on, because people who had lived that 

season out before knew there was no use trying to 

improve or lighten it. 

Clay actually welcomes the winter wet because the mud and 

rain keep his pursuers away. Several plot twists later, he more or 

less clears his name, makes up with his girlfriend, and shows signs 

of settling down at last. 

Honey in the Horn has a grim, squint-eyed, chin-jutted swagger 

that feels dated and forced today. Though it's set in the first 

decade of the century, this is unmistakably a Depression-era novel 

in which social and economic issues take precedence over psy

chology, character development, emotion, or wit. The same 

political agenda informs the book's weather. Whether it's shingle

warping rain or starve-out dust bowl drought, this is the weather 

of poverty. 

Davis's weather was fantastically wretched but grounded in the 

credible: those wet, death-wishing sheep have the ring of truth, 

even if the truth is stretched for effect. In the tall tales told by a 

Rogue River mail carrier named Hathaway Jones, bad weather 

floats free of reality like an unballasted hot-air balloon. A fabled 

and self-proclaimed liar, the son and grandson of liars, Hathaway 

Jones told his stories to anyone who would stop to listen to him 

as he made the rounds of his wild and woolly mail route in south

west Oregon from 1898 to 1937. Jones yarned about anything 

and everything, from feats of amazing endurance to animal 

stunts; inevitably, some of the tales revolved around the unbe

lievable weather to which the Rogue River district is prone. 
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"Some winters it would rain ceaselessly for months," he 

recounted in his best deadpan manner in one tale, "not just ordi

nary rain, but torrential downpours. The trail would be covered 

for miles with landslides, and even where it was clear, the pack 

mules would sink almost to their bellies into the mud and slush. 

Those were the winters Hathaway called mild." (When the tales 

got recorded, Jones spoke of himself in the third person.) There 

were even taller tales about the unmild winters when d!e prodi

gious precipitation came down as snow instead of rain, trans

forming the landscape in remarkable ways. In a winter tale called 

"The Remarkable Watch," Jones claimed that he had lost his 

watch in the snow in the middle of one incredibly snowy winter 

and found it the next spring, hanging from a tree branch sixty feet 

up. (Actually, sixty feet of snow in the Cascades is no tall tale. The 

winter of 1996-97, Paradise on Mount Rainier measured a 

cumulative snowfall approaching seventy-eight feet.) 

Scholars place Hathaway Jones in the tradition of the eigh

teenth-century German Baron von Miinchhausen, who elabo

rated his military exploits in the wars against Ottoman Turks into 

"marvelous narratives"-that is, lies. The comparison may be jus

tified as far as form goes; but in terms of content, especially mete

orological content, I'd lump Jones in with H. L. Davis as a 

grandiose griper. They certainly weren't pluvial celebrants (those 

would come later) or precipitation apologists, but they were 

amazed and abashed and, in Jones's case, amused witnesses to 

how wet it can get out here. 

The same note, in a slightly different key, is sounded in Betty 

MacDonald's 1945 bestseller The E99 and I, a semifictional memoir 
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about her misadventures on a chicken ranch situated at the fringes 

of the Olympic rain forest. Man oh man, did it ever pour on her: 

It rained and rained and rained and rained. It driz

zled-misted-drooled-spat-poured-and just 

plain rained. Some mornings were black and wild, 

with a storm raging in and out and around the moun

tains. Rain was driven under the doors and down the 

chimney, and Bob [her husband] went to the chicken 

house swathed in oilskins like a Newfoundland fish

erman and I huddled by the stove and brooded about 

inside toilets. Other days were just gray and low 

hanging with a continual pit-pat-pit-pat-pitta-patta

pitta-patta which became as vexing as listening to baby 

talk. Along about November I began to forget when it 

hadn't been raining and became as one with all the 

characters in all of the novels about rainy seasons, who 

rush around banging their heads against the walls, 

drinking water glasses of straight whiskey and 

moaning, "The rain! The rain! My God, the rain!" 

Betty MacDonald is a weather victim. She is also quite funny: 

she is the butt of her own jokes, and more often than not, North

west weather is the punch line. Chatty, endearing, comically 

exaggerated (or maybe not so exaggerated), The Egg and I puts a 

silly spin on the horror of winter wet. Where Davis grits and 

Jones distorts, MacDonald grins. But all three share the same 

underlying assumption: The weather here stinks, and if you live 

here long enough the stink will creep its way into the very center 

of your soul. 

I came across a wonderful recent variation on this weather 

victim theme in the title poem of a 1979 collection by Colleen 
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J. McElroy-"Winters Without Snow." In just three words, 

McElroy captures the essence of the long, dreary, undramatic 

winters of western Washington and Oregon. A poet, speech ther

apist, and creative writing teacher who left the Midwest (St. 

Louis and Kansas) in the mid -1960s for Bellingham and then 

Seattle, McElroy devoted most of the poems in this volume to 

love, birth, loneliness, death, and the multiple dislocations of 

being black and female in America. But in "Winters Without 

Snow" she sinks deep down into the misery of muddling through 

yet another Northwest rainy season: 

Under the grey smother of clouds, 

The layers of grey upon grey, 

Mist rolls against earth 

Like unwound spools of ribbon 

For a shroud. 

The air is so dense with moisture it swallows everything solid: 

"There is no earth . . . . I Even brick and stone fade . . .. I The 

only signs of life are the swish of rubber I As tires cut across wet 

pavement." The dull thud of the cadence; the languor oflines that 

trail off without resolution; the unyielding, uniform gray: every

thing conjures up the winter depression that will not lift, that 

goes on and on like the wet days with no change, no denouement, 

no climax. "You turn inward, broiling against thunderheads I 

That never come to full steam." Yet "Winters Without Snow" 

paradoxically defeats the bad mood it so deftly delineates, since 

the very act of composition requires a summoning of energy and 

focus and perspective that breaks the spell of depression. 

"The rain! The rain! My God, the rain!" This is the bass note, 

the deep background, the first premise of all Northwest imagina-
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tive literature. Over the years, there have been plenty of denials, 

departures, qualifications, new perspectives, revisions, and revis

itations, but this seeping damp horror is the universal point of 

departure. If you live here and write about it, you have to con

front the wet sooner or later. There is no escaping it. 

Unless, of course, you slip over the Cascades and escape to an 

altogether different climate. What wet and dark are to the litera

ture of the west Northwest, heat and drought are to the east. In 

many of the novels and stories set on the dry side, especially the 

agricultural fictions, lack of rain takes center stage as prime plot 

mover, suspense creator, or parched villain. One of the driest 

books I came across was The Desert cj"Wheat (1919) by Zane Grey, 

the granddaddy of that great American literary genre known as 

the Western. A native of Zanesville, Ohio, Grey cannot be 

claimed as a Pacific Northwest writer, for he never really lived in 

these parts; but he did spend enough time out here during his 

extensive Western travels from 1907 through 1918 to get a feel 

for the weather in the arid country east of the Cascades, and he 

used this country as the backdrop for several of his novels. The 

Desert cj"Wheat, though saddled with a leaden anti-German, anti

Wobbly plot inspired by America's entry into the First World 

War, contains some of the most crackling descriptions of heat, 

drought, and the blessed relief of rain in our literature. Grey opens 

the book with a cinematic pan over the "heroic" land, the cloud

less sky, and the pitiless weather that make the West the West: 

A lovely, hard, heroic country, where flowers and 

fruit were not, nor birds and brooks, nor green pas

tures. Whirling strings of dust looped up over fallow 
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ground, the short, dry wheat lay back from the wind, 

the haze in the distance was drab and smoky, heavy 

with substance . 

. . . The sun shone hot, the wind blew hard, and over 

the boundless undulating expanse hovered a shadow 

that was neither hood of dust nor hue of gold. It was 

not physical, but lonely, waiting, prophetic, and weird . 

. . . Strange and unfathomable that so much of the 

bread of man, the staff of life, the hope of civilization 

in this tragic year 1917, should come from a vast, 

treeless, waterless, dreary desert! 

The eastern Washington desert is even vaster and stranger and 

drearier than usual as the novel begins; for a prolonged drought 

accompanied by "the most torrid spell on record" has set in, 

threatening to destroy the precious wheat harvest: "The haze of 

heat seemed like a pall of thin smoke from distant forest fires. The 

sun rose, a great, pale-red ball, hot at sunrise, and it soared 

blazing-white at noon, to burn slowly westward through a cloud

less coppery sky, at last to set sullen and crimson over the ranges." 

As The Desert of Wheat lumbers on, the drought eventually 

breaks, the wheat harvest is mostly saved, the Wobblies are pun

ished for their dastardly plot to burn the wheat fields, and the 

handsome young German-American wheat farmer proves his 

patriotic mettle by defying his cranky German father and 

marching off to fight in France; he is rewarded for his daring with 

marriage to the woman he loves, whose daddy happens to be one 

of the richest landowners in the region. Sappy and corny, without 

question, but Zane Grey does make us taste the dust of unwa

tered ground and feel the heat of the naked desert sun. At a time 
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and in a place where "wheat is the most important thing in the 

world," as Grey wrote, weather matters. Weather, with its whims 

and wildness and fathomless power, is perhaps the most complex, 

fully developed character in The Desert <j"Wheat. 

A more generous, but still powerfully hot and dry, weather 

suffuses Allis McKay's 1941 novel They Came to a River. A native of 

Washington's apple~growing country east of the Cascades, McKay 

made a name for herself with her first novel by following the 

golden rule of aspiring fiction writers: she wrote what she knew. 

They Came to a River is a big, sprawling, 650-page book about the 

lives and loves of the first families who planted irrigated orchards 

on the dry hillsides of the Columbia River in the early twentieth 

century. Weather, of course, looms large in any agricultural fic

tion-and McKay added the interesting twist of viewing weather 

from the perspective of apples. What's good for the apple harvest 

is good weather; whatever damages the fruit is bad weather. It's 

certainly a different way of looking at the atmosphere. 

There are some meteorological surprises in store for the nona

gricultural reader of They Came to a River. Spring, though it comes 

as a relief after the drab cold winter, is a season of worry, nervous 

anticipation, and fretful reckoning: "The buds were breaking 

now," McKay wrote of a lovely day in May. "Tom and Nate [two 

orchard owners] went anxiously from tree to tree, examining, 

counting, trying to estimate with still inexperienced eyes how 

many boxes of apples each tree would bear. The white blossoms 

broke out in a rash the second week of May. This time they were 

no random blooms, but a heavy white blanket that rolled clear 

from the river to the foot of the hill. The bees woke from their 

sleep and came down and thrummed busily in the thin sunshine." 
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As spring melts into summer, the sunshine intensifies and drought 

sets in. One might have assumed that farmers in this arid region 

would be praying for rain, but in fact, far from being a blessing, 

summer rain is one more potential plague: "This was the second 

summer in a row without any serious catastrophes to the crop; no 

pump trouble, no new diseases, no sultry 'moth weather,' no 

unwelcome rains. 'I should think you'd want the rain,' [Nate's 

wife] Chris had once said; 'it takes just that much load off the irri

gating.' But Nate shook his head. 'It washes the spray from the 

fruit,' he said, 'and then we have to put it back on again."' Rain 

brings more work and trouble than it's worth. 

McKay was especially good at conjuring up the blast and heft 

of eastern Washington's fabled heat-but here too there are 

peculiarities unique to apple growing. Summer's dry heat is a 

blessing-as long as it doesn't stay too hot for too long. An ele

mental drama gets going late one summer as Nate and Chris eye 

their lovely swelling crop and worry about whether the hot 

weather will break in time for the apples to "color up.'' Nate 

informs his wife, "It must turn cool soon; and just at the right 

week-not too early, not too late-autumn must crack down 

sharply, sending spurs of red to flame across every tree. A man 

could do his best, tending and watering, thinning and spraying; 

but if the weather didn't turn at the right time all was lost." 

And so we watch and wait with the apple growers for the 

season to turn. And we rejoice with them as the temperatures 

sink down magically, blessedly, right on schedule: "The days 

shortened, and the sunshine lost its rapier edge of heat. The 

nights were good and nippy now, and every morning Nate came 

in from an elated tour of the orchard to say that the color was 
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beginning to come, the fruit was shaping up full and good." And 

then, as the brisk new season advances, the frenzied carnival of 

harvest commences-first the Jonathans and Spitzenburgs, then 

the Delicious, and finally, two weeks before Thanksgiving, the last 

of the dark red Winesaps, "the backbone of the crop." 

Between them, Zane Grey and Allis McKay convey a bright, 

sharp impression of the anxiety that weather arouses in those who 

depend on the earth and the elements for their livelihoods. In a 

land of too little rain and unpredictable climatic extremes, the 

atmosphere can easily become an obsession: consciousness 

revolves around watching the sky, tuning in to the weather 

report, checking the thermometer and barometer, waiting and 

hoping and praying for rain, and cursing the sky when the rain 

fails to come or arrives too early or too late. This is not the 

leaden, unrelenting nightmare of the wet side, where, as H. L. 

Davis wrote, "the rain never totally stopped and the light never 

entirely started"-but it's just as crazy-making. In the agricultural 

fictions set east of the Cascades, weather is a kind of fickle, vio

lent, unappeasable god-a god who never fails to remind humans 

of their weakness. How strange that the sun god of the Palouse, 

the Columbia River valley, and the Oregon high desert should 

have a blacker heart than the sullen overcast deity of the coast. 

They Came to a River, largely forgotten today, is not a great work 

of art, but it's a good read, fresh and crisp as a new apple, and cer

tainly as good as most of what makes it onto today's best-seller 

lists. Marriages, passionate dreams, births, deaths, family feuds, 

and love affairs keep the plot bubbling along- but what makes 

the book memorable is a kind of epic grandeur of men and 

women attempting something new on the land and succeeding at 
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it richly. The accuracy and vividness with which McKay writes 

about apple-growing weather is typical of the book as a whole. 

She paints on a large but not pompous canvas, placing her char

acters in a harshly beautiful landscape that changes radically, 

sometimes violently, season by season. After reading They Came to 

a River, you'll stop and think about the next apple you eat-and 

you'll marvel for a moment at the dirt and work, and weather, 

that went into its creation. 

A gap far more significant than time separates Allis McKay's 1941 

They Came to a River from the American fictions written after 

World War II. Norman Mailer, Robert Lowell, Allen Ginsberg, 

Wallace Stegner, and Truman Capote, among other first-rate 

writers, launched their careers writing about a country torn up 

during the war years and sewn back afterward on an altogether 

different pattern. 

Here in the Northwest, the aftermath of the war marked a lit

erary coming of age. Our writers had finally put the pioneering 

days behind them. The region, if still rough and remote, was 

no longer new. Massive forest fires and clear-cuts had altered 

the landscape. Cities and their attendant sprawl of suburbs and 

industry were beginning to encroach on farmland and climb up 

wooded hillsides. Several generations of farmers and ranchers 

had tried, and often failed, to earn a living off the land. In postwar 

fictions and poems set in the Northwest, writers stepped back to 

take stock of what had happened to the region and its people. 

Irony and skepticism replaced wonder. Humor, disillusionment, 

outrage, reverence, and weariness became the dominant notes. 

Northwest writers, both homegrown and transplanted, were 
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shrewdly sizing up the elements that were special about and 

peculiar to the region. Enormous wet forests . The ubiquity and 

variety of water-salt, fresh, clear, frozen, flowing, rolling, snow

ing. The proximity of mountains. And of course the celebrated, 

notorious, inescapable, interminable rain. 

Bad weather became at once a joke and a badge of honor in 

postwar Northwest literature. Our weather is horrendous, but we love 

it anyway was one common stance. Or: We endure it because it nour

ishes us. Or: We soak it in until it saturates us and then we go stark 

raving mad. Or stark raving inspired. "The primal source of poems: 

wind, sea I and rain," native Seattle poet Richard Hugo pro

claimed in his "Letter to Kizer from Seattle." Our weather was 

becoming a literary motif in its own right, rather like the immi

grant experience in New York, art and love in Paris, cinematic 

glamour and betrayal in Los Angeles. In Northwest imaginative 

writing after the war, weather started taking on a life of its own. 

It was a life that kept cropping up in strange ways and unex

pected places-never stranger than with the Beats, who stormed 

through these parts in the 1950s and early 1960s and did their 

own wild-eyed weather riffs. Although San Francisco and New 

York were the Beat centers of gravity, the Pacific Northwest was 

an important outpost-just an all-night hitchhike up the coast 

from Berkeley. The region was also home turf to a member of the 

Beat elite-poet Gary Snyder. Snyder hailed from Oregon, got 

his undergraduate degree from Reed College, and afterward took 

off periodically from his graduate studies to hole up in the Wash

ington Cascades, where he chain-sawed timber and surveyed 

mountain flanks from lookout towers during fire season. It was 

Snyder who initiated novelist Jack (On the Road) Kerouac into the 
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damp mysteries of the region, even talking him into doing a stint 

as a fire lookout way up on the sacred fastness of Desolation Peak 

in the North Cascades. Although Kerouac supposedly went bug

eyed with boredom, he used the experience as the climax of his 

1958 novel The Dharma Bums. In the book, the Snyder character, 

renamed Japhy Ryder, gets the writer-drinker-narrator Ray all 

fired up about the wonders of Desolation Peak while the two of 

them are swigging jug burgundy in a Marin County shack: "Des

olation's way up there, Ray," Japhy tells him, "six thousand feet or 

so up looking into Canada and the Chelan highlands, the wilds of 

the Pickett range, and mountains like Challenger, Terror, Fury, 

Despair and the name of your own ridge is Starvation Ridge .... 

It'll be great for you Ray." 

So Ray, after a marathon days-long party, hitchhikes north to 

Seattle, which greets him, naturally, with "a cold drizzle." Standing 

in his sweater and rain jacket on the deck of the Bremerton ferry, 

polishing off a half-pint of vodka, Ray surveys the scene and pro

nounces it "wet, immense, timbered, mountainous, cold, exhila

rating, challenging." 

Even wetter, colder, more challenging days descend once Ray 

gets into the mountains. Ray and the cussing mule driver Happy 

make the trek up to Desolation lookout during a summer storm 

of truly biblical awfulness-"heavy foggy rain" giving way to 

heavy sleety snow and blowing mists. Happy departs, leaving Ray 

alone and truly desolate on top of Desolation Peak: "It was the 

real Northwest grim and bitter misery." 

But bliss is just over the horizon. When the storm finally 

blows out and the blue mountain scenery emerges from its cloud 

shroud, Ray attains a kind of instantaneous meteorological nirvana, 
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an ecstatic cleansing and enlightenment through weather that 

leaves him wide-eyed with love and wonder. In his sixty days of 

alpine solitude, Ray gives himself up entirely to the cosmic 

pageant of mountain weather (there's actually little else to do, 

since no forest fires burn in his vicinity that summer): "My first 

sunset came and it was unbelievable. The mountains were cov

ered with pink snow; the clouds were distant and frilly, like 

ancient remote cities of Buddhaland splendor; the wind worked 

incessantly, whish, whish, booming at times, rattling my ship. The 

new moon disk was prognathic and secretly funny in the pale 

plank of blue over the monstrous shoulders of haze that rose from 

Ross Lake. . . . Somewhere, it seemed, a golden festival of 

rejoicement was taking place." The weather stuns him with its 

variability; after the ferocious snowstorm of his arrival, a heat 

wave settles in: "There were days that were hot and miserable 

with locusts of plagues of insects, winged ants, heat, no air, no 

clouds, I couldn't understand how the top of a mountain in the 

North could be so hot." But the heat dissipates after a while with 

"wild lyrical drizzling rain, from the south, in the wind. . . ." 

Summer, Ray learns, is fleeting at 6,000 feet. August arrives "with 

a blast that shook my house and augured little augusticity" and 

before long, snow returns-"in a whirling shroud from Hozo

meen by Canada, it came surling my way sending radiant white 

heralds through which I saw the angel of light peep ... it was just 

too crazy." 

And so, as autumn rolls in with "wild windy cloud-crazed days" 

and "all night gales of soaking rain," Ray prepares to make the 

descent back down to "this world.""Sixty sunsets had I seen revolve 

on that perpendicular hill," he chants in tranced Whitmanesque 
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cadence. "The vision of the freedom of eternity was mine for

ever." Wow. Chalk one up for the transforming power of North

west weather at its most sublime. 

Ken Kesey, a kind of spiritual heir to the Beats, initially became 

famous as one of the Merry Pranksters, that wild and crazy band 

of druggy characters (including Beat hero Neal Cassady) who set 

1960s counterculture spinning aboard their magic school bus (for 

details, read Tom Wolfe's The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test and Kesey's 

Garage Sale, by Kesey himself). But Kesey, despite his youthful 

hallucinatory escapades, was not really a merry prankster at 

heart. He'd spent too many winters under western Oregon's gray 

skies for that- though born in Colorado, he grew up in Oregon 

and graduated from the University of Oregon in 1956. Eventu

ally, after some adventures in California (where he studied 

writing at Stanford with Wallace Stegner, among others) and 

elsewhere, he returned to Oregon to settle in a town with the 

unKeseyesque name of Pleasant Hill. Kesey's Oregon- at least 

the Oregon he put into his big, meaty second novel, Sometimes a 

Great Notion-is not a place of Zen transfiguration or dreamy 

stoned hilarity: it's a wet, rough, hard-bitten, knobby, muddy 

slope of land stuck between mountain and ocean, where man and 

the elements wage ceaseless, hopeless war on each other. Man's 

role, embodied in the Stamper family, is to hack, saw, slash, and 

chop down whatever grows out of the earth, especially the big 

trees; nature's role is to dump down torrents of rain, saturate the 

earth, flood the rivers, erode the real estate, and infect man with 

mildew, skin rash, and fever blister. In the perpetual November of 
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the soul that Kesey conjures up, only the tough survive: the 

untough "take that one-way dip" of suicide. 

Sometimes a Great Notion, one of the great Northwest sagas, 

with a story crossing generations and encompassing the moral, 

social, political, and spiritual history of the state, contains some 

of the most graphically depressing evocations of winter wet ever 

set in type. Kesey pulls out all the stops as he recounts how the 

November rains got the folks of the grim coastal logging town of 

Wakonda to muttering and swearing and blaming everything 

rotten in their rotten lives on the rain: 

Because nothing can be done about the rain except 

blaming. And if nothing can be done about it, why 

get yourself in a sweat about it? Matter of fact, it can 

be convenient to have around. Got troubles with the 

old lady? It's the rain. Got worries and frets about the 

way the old bus is falling to pieces right under you? 

It's the ruttin' rain. Got a deep, hollow ache bleeding 

cold down inside the secret heart of you from too 

many deals fallen through? too many nights in bed 

with the little woman without being able to get it up? 

too much bitter and not enough sweet?Yeah? That 

there, brother, is just as well blamed on the rain; falls 

on the just and unjust alike, falls all day long all winter 

long every winter every year, and you might just as 

well give up and admit that's the way it's gonna be, 

and go take a little snooze. Or you'll be mouthin' the 

barrel of your twelve-gauge the way Evert Petersen at 

Mapleton did last year, or samplin' snail-killer the way 

both the Meriwold boys did over to Sweet Home. Roll 

with the blow, that's the easy out, blame it on the rain 

and bend with the wind, and lean back and catch 
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yourself forty winks-you can sleep real sound when 

the rain is lullabying you .... 

This is foul weather rising to the level of myth. This is weather 

that might have tested Job or challenged Hercules. Weather as 

cosmic adversary. Weather as plague. Weather as the embodi

ment of everything in nature that means to thwart and mock and 

madden human beings. Weather so all-encompassingly awful that 

nothing outdoors matters but weather. This early November rain 

pretty much keeps up for the duration of the novel-"dirty 

motherin' rain," one character calls it; it's a rain that swells rivers, 

rots flesh, drowns men, fills brains with an impenetrable fog, and 

saturates the complex, twisted relations between the Stamper 

brothers, wives, and patriarch. What Kesey lacks in strict mete

orological accuracy, he more than makes up for in torrential 

rushing narrative drive. In his novel, rain becomes a symbol for 

the demonic spirit of the Northwest. H. L. Davis and Betty Mac

Donald and plenty of others get us wet, but for Kesey the rain 

isn't just weather-it's the fundamental condition of living and 

dying in this part of the world. 

Poet Richard Hugo also gets a lot of metaphorical mileage out of 

the Northwest's foul weather. Hugo shares with Kesey a blue

collar perspective, a taste for the grim, and a squinty-eyed 

respect for what nature dishes out. Not a whole lot of sun shines 

on their pages. Gray and wet are facts of life and, as far as they're 

concerned, you'd better get used to it or get the hell out. Both 

Kesey and Hugo are acutely attuned to how climate warps the 

human spirit--only Hugo is less cosmic about it than Kesey. The 

work of the poet, who died in 1982, is at once more realistic and 
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more internal than that of the novelist: Hugo's verse ripples with 

the actual slap and sting of Northwest rain and wind-but at 

some level of meaning, outer weather fuses with his own inner 

weather. Nobody does November better than Hugo. 

Born in 1923, Hugo grew up in a rough working-class neigh

borhood with the celestial name of White Center, on the gritty 

margins of Seattle. The landscape that imprinted itself on Hugo's 

consciousness was not the dancing water of Puget Sound or the 

snow cone of Mount Rainier but rather the polluted backwaters 

of the "oily slow" Duwamish River and the immigrant shacks and 

"unswept taverns" of West Marginal Way. Though Hugo eventu

ally escaped White Center, fleeing first to the University of Wash

ington, where he studied poetry with Theodore Roethke in the 

late 1940s, and eventually to the University of Montana at Mis

soula, where he helped begin the writing program, much of his 

verse reflects the city's perpetually leaden sky-"the usual gray 

sky of Seattle turning the river gray,': as he put it. The only time 

the sky grows calm and clear and luminous in Hugo's verse is 

when he is fishing. 

Lashing rain, fog, and black gleaming puddles dampen the 

poems of Hugo's well-known 1961 collection A Run if jacks. In "A 

Map of the Peninsula,'' he warns the artist who would paint the 

Olympic Peninsula that "fog that fakes the ocean's I outer rim 

will smear your canvas." "What is harsh" about this rain-soaked 

landscape, he explains, "is the bone-infecting I sound-deranging, 

forest-brooding damp." In the poem called "Duwamish," Hugo 

conjures up the essence of Seattle's "grim city winter" chill: 

Not silver cold 

like ice, for ice has glitter. Gray 
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cold like the river. Cold like 4 P.M. 

on Sunday. Cold like a decaying porgy. 

An insidious windstorm blows through the central stanza of 

"Triangle for Green Men": starting with "slight warnings, I the 

first movement of low grass," the storm mounts in height and 

power until it blunts mountains, caves a fawn's ribs, and turns 

rivers "on their sides in shock." 

Memorable and invariably harsh weather images crop up in 

later collections. In "Graves at Coupeville," a poem in the 1965 

volume Death tj the Kapowsin Tavern, Hugo's weather acquires a 

voice, an angry one, and emotions, ugly ones. "When weather 

shouted at us: vagabond," the poem begins. Weather eats away at 

the words on the gravestones and chastens the poem's speaker 

and his companions, who are reading and joking about the 

inscriptions. "The weather hates our poses," the poem concludes, 

"but the sun deranges men with laughter.""Cruelty and rain could 

be e)!:pected. I Any season," he writes in the seething "The House 

on 15th S. W." about his gray, violent childhood home. Cruelty 

and rain: these are the conditions life has dealt him. Escape is a 

fantasy of softer weather, "going north with clouds." 

Hugo also puts some weather-plain and unretouched- into 

the poems collected in the later volume 31 Letters and 13 Dreams 

(1977). In the letter-poems, most of them addressed to poet 

friends, Hugo takes snapshots of what is happening around him, 

be it a frozen fishing trip on Montana's Rainbow Lake or the dis

orienting "dull placidity" of Miami or the welcoming warmth of a 

beautiful bar in Milltown "where I pissed five years away I but 

pleasantly." Whenever Hugo finds himself back in the Northwest, 

weather seems to take center stage. Rain falls in "Letter to Kizer 
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from Seattle," of course, and he prays for even more rain, "one I 

of those grim dark rolling southwest downpours" that he hopes 

will persuade the city's electorate to vote to save Pike Place 

Market. Rain,comes down ceaselessly in "Letter to Wagoner from 

Port Townsend," enough rain to make his very soul swim up to 

the surface: 

Rain five days and I love it .... 

the grass explodes and trees 

rage black green deep as the distance they rage in. I 

suppose 

all said, this is my soul, the salmon rolling in the strait 

and salt air loaded with cream for our breathing. 

Weather is rarely the immediate subject of Hugo's poems, but 

the moody damp and "wanton rain" of the Pacific Northwest seep 

into his verse like dark water into an underground spring. There 

is something blunt, threatening, implacable about Hugo's 

weather: his is not the climate of hope nor of, despair but of an 

irreducible, starkly strange reality. The "wind is treason" in the 

stormy July sea poem "Point No Point." "One cloud covers the 

world pole to pole" in "How to Use a Storm," a poem in which 

the weather is so bad that "moments are slower than days." He 

recalls walking as a child beneath "catcalling clouds" in the poem 

"White Center." "Why track down unity when the diffuse is so 

exacting," he demands in the Roethke-influenced lyric "Keen to 

Leaky Flowers": 

The world should always pour on us 

like this: chaos showering, 

each thing alone, dependent as a dream. 
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Here weather leapfrogs over metaphor into the realm of the 

metaphysical-not rain showering down but chaos itself, the dif

fuse, unknowable first principle of every Pacific storm. Hugo 

knows Northwest weather in his very bones. 

Sometimes it takes a newcomer or an outsider to see ordinary 

phenomena like the vagaries of weather as they really are. Where 

a native son or longtime resident like H. L. Davis or Ken Kesey 

will exaggerate wildly, an outsider observing the seasonal round 

for the first time may record the facts with scrupulous precision. 

Bernard Malamud, a Jewish writer born in Brooklyn, New York, 

was the outsider par excellence when he moved to Corvallis, 

Oregon, in 1949 to take a position teaching writing at Oregon 

State College (now Oregon State University). Malamud stayed 

put in the Pacific Northwest for twelve years, launching his 

career as a novelist with The Natural (1952), The Assistant (1957); 

and The Magic Barrel (1958). And then, just weeks after he left 

Corvallis in 1961 , he let fly with A New Life, a novel based on his 

years at OSC. A New Life is very much the outsider's novel: 

Malamud's hero Sy Levin, "formerly a drunkard" from the urban 

East, arrives at "Cascadia College" full of hope and high ideals 

about the liberal arts and vague dreamy notions about starting all 

over again in the expansive West. "What satirical wind blew you 

hither?" a colleague demands of the bearded, lonely Levin early 

"I c th h . h ""I ' th h " on. came wr e c ange you mtg t say. t s more an c ange, 

the colleague fires back, "it's transmogrification." 

Levin's transmogrification is, for the most part, a plunge into 

deep disillusionment: the college turns out to be a snake pit of 

academic backbiting and narrow-minded turf-protection; his 
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colleagues are viciously hostile to his desire to introduce a liberal 

arts curriculum; the "Cascadians" are chilly, self-satisfied, golf

playing suburbanites who conduct their lives behind drawn 

blinds; the students care far more about landing a good job after 

college than learning anything in class; the women Levin tries to 

seduce are aloof, deformed, bitter, and unforgiving. He does 

finally succeed in kindling a passionate love affair, but even that is 

fraught with seething issues and dark, adulterous complications. 

The new life dangles from the old life by a frayed, twisted cord. 

Weather is omnipresent in A New Life, wlllstling through the 

narrative like an insistent leitmotif. From the moment of his 

arrival, Levin scrutinizes the region's atmospheric changes with a 

careful, consuming interest-the inter est of the new comer. Since 

he's alone so much, especially in the first few months, and since 

he doesn't own a car, weather matters .a lot to Levin. He's acutely 

sensitive to seasonal shifts, to the dire warnings of winter gloom 

issued by natives, to the contrast between East Coast and Pacific 

Northwest weather patterns. In fact, weather becomes a kind of 

barometer for the transmogrification Levin endures in the course 

of the academic year. Arriving at the end of August, when the 

weather is "practically flawless," Levin revels in the "open sky," 

dark evergreens, and glowing flowers. But a faculty wife 

promptly sets him straight about the looming damp reality. "It 

rains here?" Levin asks her in mild disbelief on a glorious late 

summer day. 

"It does. It almost drove me mad at first but I've learned to live 

with it. The trick is no longer to love the sun . . . . It rains, for 

instance, most of the fall and winter and much of the spring. It's 

a spongy sky you'll be wearing on your head . .. . Many Casca-
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dians want rain and warmth rather than sunlight and cold." Levin, 

"a city boy let loose," takes to watching the skies for signs of 

sponginess. Summer at first seems reluctant to depart: "For 

weeks the blue sky was cloudless but lately 'huge white masses 

drifted in from the Pacific." When the autumn rains do arrive, 

Levin marvels at the shimmering, mercurial, iridescent quality of 

the atmosphere: 

Usually the morning was overcast between wettings, 

the moving sky continuously surprising. Overhead 

the clouds roiled dark; ahead thinning through shades 

of gray to an accident of gold. To the north above 

the dark green hills, a moody blue. In the west white 

steam shrouded the mountain tops. Depending on the 

direction he looked, above could be gold, black, silver, 

gray. He had never in his life gazed so long at sky, 

probed so often the places of light, threads bursting, 

spoonfuls burning, webs of glowing caught in trees. 

Around noon, if it was going to, the sun poked its 

steaming eye through the mist, and clouds broke into 

rivers and lakes, creating blue afternoons. Marvelous. 

But then, inevitably, winter wet descends in earnest, the mar

velous shrivels and sinks, and Levin feels the black water of 

despair rising around him: "Levin walked in the cold rain, the 

wettest, dreariest he had ever been in. The town was tight around 

his shoulders, the wet streets long and dark, street lights obscure 

at corners. A man could drown mid-block and nobody would 

know. It was after eight but half the houses he passed were totally 

dark. On rainy nights people went to bed; it was, after all, a 

diversion for the married. . . ." But winter is just beginning. 

Levin's meteorological initiation won't be complete until rain 
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falls in his very soul and his saturated spirit pours forth a sponta

neous poetry of rain. The sea change comes on him soon after 

Christmas. Lying in bed, awake and restless in the middle of the 

night, Levin listens to the rain "as natural history; the Pacific 

extending itself over the land," and he thinks back over his past: 

In the dark Levin remembered the rain of his child

hood, blown in wind against the faces of tenements, 

engulfing the leafless backyard tree in foaming bursts; 

but when it had ended-after a day, three, a week

it had ended and enter light, the worshipful sun. Here 

was no sense of being between rains; it was a climate, 

a condition, the water burbling, thick, thin, fine, ubiq

uitous, continuous, monotonous, formless. Once in 

a while he saw two rainbows in the same sky but after 

rainbows it rained. Wherever Levin went he went 

in rubbers, raincoat, umbrella .... Students stood 

bareheaded in the pelting rain, talking leisurely, even 

opening a book to prove a point. Meanwhile Levin had 

grown neither fins nor duckfeathers; nor armorplate 

against loneliness. 

Lonely and wet, Levin hits bottom and finds himself mysteriously 

ascending back to the surface. True, the rain never stops, but the 

consolation is that cold weather, true Siberian blasting cold, never 

sets in. Levin receives his reprieve from snow and ice with guilty 

pleasure-"as though he had helped murder (winter], or got 

something for nothing when they read the will." Gradually, he 

opens his eyes to the small, shining fruits of mildness-the 

winter primroses that he had failed to notice in bloom, the slick 

green daffodil stems already two inches high at Christmas, the 
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January crocuses. "On New Year's day naked jasmine in the back

yard b~ the cherry tree touched the dark world with its yellow 

light; forsythia performed the same feat a few weeks later. 

Camellias were budding in January; quince and heather in flower, 

petals touching the stillest air." How many Northeastern or Mid

western transplants have experienced the same flush of surprise 

at the year-round flow of sap in the Pacific Northwest-the 

flowers in winter, the spring buds swelling even before the 

autumn leaves are quite gone, grass and weeds growing vigor

ously under the sparse wet winter snows? 

And so Levin, wetter but wiser, survives his baptism in North

west weather. Malamud's primary agenda in A New Life may have 

been to satirize (and scandalize) the English department at 

Oregon State College, but in putting Levin through the weary 

paces of an academic year, he also found a brilliant way of sum

moning up the pageant of seasons in western Oregon. Levin's 

meteorological appraisal is fresh, wide-eyed, funny, incredu

lous- the exact sequence of stunned reactions that newcomers 

cycle through in the course of their first year here and that natives 

always laugh at them for. A New Life remains one of the most sen

sitive and accurate weather portraits in our literature. 

It was bound to happen. After a century and more of writers 

wailing and wallowing, documenting and dreading, conjuring and 

cursing the rain, somebody had to come along and hymn its 

praises. Not just appreciate the rain, but fall down on damp knees 
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and throw streaming hands heavenward and revel in its soaking 

splendor. Enter David James Duncan, unknown Oregon writer 

and fishing fanatic, who appeared out of the blue in 1983 with The 

River Why, a brilliant, freewheeling, loose-jointed, crack-pated 

paean to fly-fishing the wondrous rivers of western Oregon. Gus 

Hale-Orviston, the book's young hero and narrator, is a self-pro

claimed "fishing genius" who holes up in a cabin on a swift-flowing 

river near the Oregon coast and embarks on a kind of mystical 

orgy of fly-casting. At the climax of the book, Gus, who has been 

fasting and praying and abstaining from fishing for days, experi

ences a kind of spiritual catharsis-a cleansing of wounds, a con

suming of cares, an enlightenment of mind-all precipitated by 

the sweet arrival of the autumn rains. It's a gorgeously sodden 

moment in the literature of Northwest weather: 

For three days it rained, almost without sound, 

almost without ceasing. It was the first good rain since 

the August showers .. . a rain that hummed on the 

river pool and pattered on new puddles, washing 

the songbirds south, bringing newcomers from the 

north-rain birds, water lovers . ... It was a rain that 

plucked the last leaves from the trees, turned stone 

gullies into streams, set the water ouzels singing .... 

Yet while the rain fell I didn't fish--only watched and 

rested, and I was lulled and cradled, caressed and 

enveloped in a cool, mothering touch that washed 

away the wounds of the summer; and my old, unmiti

gated longings-even the longings for fish, for Eddy, 

for the Friend-were changed from gnawing, aching 

dissatisfactions into a kind of sad, silent music, and the 

hollow place those longings had carved in me became 

a kind of sanctuary, an emptiness I grew used to, grew 
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satisfied to leave unfilled. Reckoning up these transfor

mations, watching the rain that began the day I sat 

at the source, I realized that I had been given a spirit

helper: I had been given this rain. 

Blessed with this precious wet gift from heaven, Gus emerges 

from his hermitlike solitude, finally connects with Eddy (the girl 

of his dreams), romances and marries her, experiences the 

delights of a fishing honeymoon, and somewhere along the way 

receives a glowing vision of the Great Fisherman in the sky-"the 

light and the hook were his ... and were made of love alone." A 

flood of happily-ever-after joy is released by a three-day Oregon 

soaker. A quirky, funny, original book, a hybrid of novel, memoir, 

fishing tale, spiritual quest, fantasy, and coming-of-age narrative, 

The River Why gave a new twist to the old story of Northwest rain. 

Rain as healer. Rain as spirit-helper. Rain as transformer of land 

and river, animals and people. Others had seen the beauty of our 

rains, but Duncan revealed their meaning. And he did it not only 

with grace but with humor. Let it pour. 

Duncan did it beautifully, but he did not do it first. Rainiac 

Tom Robbins also worshiped rain in print-in fact, he may have 

founded the cult . Several large puddles separate Duncan and 

Robbins stylistically. If Duncan opens the door and welcomes in 

the rain, Tom Robbins unscrews the doors from their jambs and 

runs outside naked. A native of North Carolina, Robbins arrived 

in Seattle in the early 1960s, worked as an editor and.reviewer for 

various Seattle newspapers, covered (and evidently participated 

in) the local psychedelic scene, hung out with artists and hippies, 

in 1970 relocated to La Conner, Washington, and in 1971 pub

lished his first novel, Another Roadside Attraction. It is the cquintes-
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sential 1960s improvisation-loopy, fragmented, surreal, wildly 

funny, totally irreverent (the plot revolves around a Skagit Valley 

hot dog stand that has somehow become the new resting place for 

the body of Christ), free-associative to the brink of psychosis, and 

ultimately upbeat (here it parts company with the mood of the 

late '60s). Robbins tosses into the book everything he had ever 

seen, felt, thought, or imagined, along with some fabulous, highly 

wrought (overwrought?), all but Homeric evocations of North

west rain, as here at the commencement of the rainy season in 

Skagit Valley: 

And then the rains came. 

They came down from the hills and up from the 

Sound. 

And it rained a sickness. And it rained a fear. And it 

rained an odor. And it rained a murder. And it rained 

dangers and pale eggs of the beast. 

Rain fell on the towns and the fields . It fell on the 

tractor sheds and the labyrinth of sloughs. Rain fell on 

toadstools and ferns and bridges. It fell on the head of 

John Paul Ziller. 

Rain poured for days, unceasing. Flooding occurred. 

The wells filled with reptiles. The basements filled 

with fossils. Mossy-haired lunatics roamed the drip

ping peninsulas. Moisture gleamed on the beak of the 

Raven. Ancient shamans, rained from their homes in 

the dead tree trunks, clacked their clamshell teeth in 

the drowned doorways of forests. Rain hissed on the 

Freeway. It hissed at the prows of fishing boats. It ate 

the old warpaths, spilled the huckleberries, ran in the 

ditches. Soaking. Spreading. Penetrating. 
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And it rained an omen. And it rained a poison. And 

it rained a pigment. And it rained a seizure. 

And so on. A few hundred pages later, after a "peekaboo 

summer," the rains are back, falling harder, faster, with a fiercer 

rhetorical frenzy than ever: 

It fell in sweeps and it fell in drones. It fell in 

unending cascades of cheap Zen jewelry. It fell on the 

dikes. It fell on the firs. It fell on the downcast necks 

of the mallards. 

And it rained a fever. And it rained a silence. And it 

rained a sacrifice. And it rained a miracle. And it 

rained sorceries and saturnine eyes of the totem. 

Rain drenched the chilly green tidelands. The river 

swelled. The sloughs fermented. Vapors rose from 

black stumps on the hillsides. Spirit canoes paddled in 

the mists of the islands. Legends were washed from 

desecrated burial grounds ... . 

And it rained a screaming. And it rained a rawness. 

And it rained a plasma. And it rained a disorder. 

This is pretty heady stuff. But Robbins had by no means 

written himself dry on the subject. Two decades later, after 

soaking up countless more Pacific storms, he let fly once again 

with an exuberantly cracked meteorological hosanna in an essay 

entitled "Why I Live in Northwestern Washington.""l'm here for 

the weather," he begins with a sly chuckle, flying smack in the face 

of expectation. After reeling off a few other things he's here for, 

including volcanoes and geoducks and "the flying saucers that 

made their first public appearance near Mount Rainier" and the 

women "with their quaint Norwegian brand oflust," Robbins gets 

down to the real business at hand, the awful weather he so dearly 
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loves: "A steady, wind-driven rain composes music for the 

psyche. It not only nurtures and renews, it consecrates and sanc

tifies. It whispers in secret languages about the primordial 

essence of things." 

Even in the droughts of summer, Robbins does not despair, for 

he knows the rains will return sooner or later-sometimes much 

sooner than anyone imagines. "Our sky can go from lapis to tin in 

the blink of an eye," he declaims merrily. "Blink again and your 

latte's diluted. And that's just fine with me. I thrive here on the 

certainty that no matter how parched my glands, how anhydrous 

the creek beds, how withered the weeds in the lawn, it's only a 

matter of time before the rains come home." At this point, just as 

he seems to be limbering up for one of his swooping rhetorical 

swan dives, Robbins cheats a bit and dips back into the old well 

of Another Roadside Attraction, lifting with only minor alterations 

the passages about raining a fever and a sacrifice, a screaming and 

a rawness. A minor sin-and who could resist recycling such glo

rious poetry of rain? "Yes, I'm here for the weather," the essay 

concludes. "And when I'm lowered at last into a pit of marvelous 

mud, a pillow of fern and skunk cabbage beneath my skull, I want 

my epitaph to read, IT RAINED ON HIS PARADE. AND HE WAS 

GLAD!" Pure Robbins. 

You'd never know, from the region's literary output, that the past 

couple of decades have been on the dry side in the Pacific North

west (with a few notably torrential exceptions). Whatever the 

"real" weather, rain keeps falling steadily in the imaginations of 

contemporary poets, novelists, and essayists. If anything, the lit

erary climate has grown wetter of late, nursing up an ever lusher 
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diversity of responses. I'll close with one more pluvial celebra

tion-a passage from Sallie Tisdale's 1991 volume Stepping West

ward that furnishes an interesting counterpoint to Tom Robbins's 

damp effusions. Tisdale, the great-great-great-granddaughter of 

Oregon pioneers, creates a splendid hybrid in this book by cross

breeding memoir, regional history, travelogue, and ecological 

appreciation. Her method is to start from the pers~mal and work 

outward, documenting her involvement with and reactions to 

Northwest landscapes, people, industries, myths, dreams-and, 

of course, weather, as in this account of an excursion out to the 

wet old town of Astoria near the mouth of the Columbia River 

(not far from Lewis and Clark's winter camp): 

A friend of mine calls these sleeting rains, where the 

drops are so heavy and pregnant they elongate as they 

fall, "celestial threads." There were shadows under 

each little, rolling wave. People hunched over in 

yellow slickers fished from every half-rotten pier or 

boulder, and they were catching. The lichen-coated 

trees get brighter in the rain, an aquarium sea-green 

fuzzy against the dark russet forest. The red bark and 

bush are warmer, the fields greener in the rain; it 

adds to the great endurance of the landscape for me. 

No vista is the same twice, because the sky is never 

the same twice here, the light never repeats. And 

there's no point in trying to stay dry. There's nowhere 

to walk, no place to stand. Mist clings to the hillsides 

like torn tissue, and when it has finally passed, a calm 

settles over the hills and trees-a satisfied, moistened 

calm. Ah, everything sighs. Aaah. 
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Calmer, sweeter, sadder, and saner than Robbins, Tisdale lifts 

her face heavenward not in ecstasy but in exultant acceptance

the acceptance of someone who has lived under a wet sky most of 

her life, who has left it for hotter, drier, easier climes but has 

returned because she belongs here. 

Rain belongs here too--more than people do, perhaps. Rain 

nourishes even as it rots. It creates and obscures. Colors and 

leaches out color. It falls harder in some seasons than others; it 

passes, freezes, blows over, dries up, but it always comes back. 

And it shows no sign of letting up, inside or out. Especially in our 

poems and stories, novels and memoirs and essays. "There's no 

point in trying to stay dry," Tisdale declares as the heavens open 

over Astoria. The same can be said of the old wet city of the imag

ination. Rain makes our literary endeavors rich and strange. It 

waters our creative powers. It is, in a sense, our most precious lit

erary capital. Lucky for us, as the decades roll on, our writers 

keep splashing their riches around with ever increasing ingenuity, 

generosity, and joyous abandon. 
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HOW WEATHER SHAPED THE 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST 

"In the country of the goose-dr9wning rains, a dry wit counts 

doubly, and David Laskin takes us on a lively, enlightening, and not least, 

affectionate excursion through our drinkable climate. Rains All the Time 

is the inspired sheet music to the natural anthem we Pacific 

Northwesterners march-er, splash-to." 

-Ivan Doig, author of Winter Brothers 

The weather in the Northwest is fabled. Visitors have written home 

about it for over 300 years, while residents have alternately cursed and 

celebrated it for even longer. Francis Drake encountered "nipping cold 

and stinking fogges" in June; Lewis and Clark noted, "0! how horri

able is the day" while they languished on the Oregon Coast. Now, 

David Laskin has probed the records of the discoverers and the pio

neers, tapped the minds of the writers and the scientists, to compose 

the first social and meteorological history of weather in the Pacific 

Northwest ... and he has found a lot more than just rain. 

"Everyone talks about the weather, especially in the 

Northwest. But few have bothered to master it, to trace its mystic 

cycles, and to discover how our intense weather has become our 

most precious mode of self-understanding. David Laskin 

has done the job, triumphantly." 

- David Brewster, Seattle Weekly 

David Laskin, author of Braving the Elements: The Stormy History cf 

American Weather, lives in Seattle. 


